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Optimization of Cardiovascular
Stent Design Using
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Coronary stent design affects the spatial distribution of wall shear stress (WSS), which
can influence the progression of endothelialization, neointimal hyperplasia, and resteno-
sis. Previous computational fluid dynamics (CFD) studies have only examined a small
number of possible geometries to identify stent designs that reduce alterations in
near-wall hemodynamics. Based on a previously described framework for optimizing
cardiovascular geometries, we developed a methodology that couples CFD and three-
dimensional shape-optimization for use in stent design. The optimization procedure was
fully-automated, such that solid model construction, anisotropic mesh generation, CFD
simulation, and WSS quantification did not require user intervention. We applied the
method to determine the optimal number of circumferentially repeating stent cells (NC)
for slotted-tube stents with various diameters and intrastrut areas. Optimal stent designs
were defined as those minimizing the area of low intrastrut time-averaged WSS. Interest-
ingly, we determined that the optimal value of NC was dependent on the intrastrut angle
with respect to the primary flow direction. Further investigation indicated that stent
designs with an intrastrut angle of approximately 40 deg minimized the area of low time-
averaged WSS regardless of vessel size or intrastrut area. Future application of this opti-
mization method to commercially available stent designs may lead to stents with superior
hemodynamic performance and the potential for improved clinical outcomes.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4005542]
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1 Introduction

The use of cardiovascular stents has undoubtedly transformed
the treatment of coronary artery disease, however, restenosis after
stent implantation remains a significant clinical issue [1,2].
Although drug-eluting stents (DESs) have decreased the incidence
of restenosis compared to bare metal stents (BMSs), retrospective
studies of DESs still report restenosis rates as high as 6–8% [3,4]
and incomplete endothelialization that can be associated with
thrombus formation in some cases [5–7]. Previous studies indicate
a correlation between altered near-wall hemodynamics, specifi-
cally low wall shear-stress (WSS), and neointimal hyperplasia
that leads to restenosis [8,9]. Low WSS also correlates with areas
of inhibited endothelial cell migration onto stent surfaces [10].
Since stent geometry is known to affect the distribution of the
WSS imparted on the vessel wall [11–14], determining the geom-
etry that minimizes stent-induced low WSS could further improve
clinical outcomes.

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a valuable tool for ana-
lyzing the hemodynamic effects of stent geometry since associated
indices (i.e., pressure, velocity, WSS, etc.) are difficult to quantify

in vivo. Computational studies of idealized stent geometries have
shown that thinner struts and those more aligned with the primary
flow direction decrease the amount of low WSS at the arterial wall
[11,15]. Other studies have used CFD to compare various commer-
cial stent designs [12–14,16]. While these studies provide useful
insights for improving stent design, they only analyzed a small
number of possible stent geometries in order to identify the general
trends that govern stent design.

In contrast, incorporating a shape optimization algorithm with a
proven convergence theory into the design process allows engineers
to systematically identify the most favorable designs. Previous
CFD optimizations of coronary stent design have been limited to
two-dimensional stent models or optimizations of a single stent cell
[17–19]. The objective of this investigation was to develop a fully
automated framework for designing hemodynamically optimal cor-
onary stents using CFD of complete, three-dimensional stent geo-
metries. Traditional gradient-based optimization methods often
require invasive changes to the solver code, therefore limiting their
potential applications. In this work, the use of a derivative-free
method facilitated the development of a flexible and efficient
optimization framework. The utility of this framework was demon-
strated by optimizing the number of circumferentially repeating
stent cells (NC) for various slotted-tube stents, since this simple
design parameter could not be optimized using previously men-
tioned two-dimensional and single cell methods. During the course
of this investigation, it was hypothesized that the strut angle relative
to the primary direction of flow dictates the optimal value of NC.
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We therefore performed a second set of optimizations to determine
if the optimal strut angle correlates with the optimal values of NC

computed in the first optimization study. For both optimizations,
the stent design that minimized the area of low time-average WSS
(TAWSS) was defined as optimal.

2 Methods

2.1 Overview of Model Generation and Parameterization.
Generic slotted-tube stents, similar to the Palmaz-Schatz design,
were modeled in an expanded state using SolidWorks (Concord,
MA). The models were parameterized such that the stent cell axial
length (la), the circumferential distance between adjacent struts
(lc), and the intrastrut angle (h) could be altered (Fig. 1). A custom
software program was written using the SolidWorks application
programming interface to automatically generate solid models of
stent designs for a given set of parameters. Each parameter set
contained only two of the previously mentioned parameters, since
the three parameters are not independent.

The stent strut thickness and intrastrut area were explicitly
defined to prevent the optimization routine from pursuing infeasi-
ble stent designs, since the objective of minimizing low TAWSS
within a vessel is ideally met by a stent design with negligible
strut thickness and large intrastrut areas if these parameters are
not kept constant. This intuition was confirmed by the preliminary
optimizations before the strut width and thickness were defined as
100 lm, which is similar to the size of an average stent. The intra-
strut area of commercial closed-cell stents varies between 1 mm2

and 3 mm2, and an ideal area is not known. Therefore, optimiza-
tions were performed with intrastrut areas of 1 mm2, 2 mm2, and
3 mm2 (Fig. 1) to examine the effect of this parameter on optimal
stent design within the range of commercial stents.

Generated stent models were virtually implanted into the
vessels using a Boolean subtraction operation [16]. Vessels were
modeled with a stent to artery ratio of 1.1:1 [20] and a length of
32 mm. The expanded region of the vessels was 18 mm in length
with a 2 mm tapered section connecting the stented and unstented
regions [14]. To analyze the effect of the vessel diameter on opti-

mal stent designs, all optimizations were performed in both small
(SV) and large vessels (LV) with diameters of 2.25 mm and 3.0
mm, corresponding to stent diameters of 2.475 mm and 3.3 mm,
respectively.

2.2 Stent Models for Optimizing the Number of Circum-
ferentially Repeating Stent Cells. The optimal value of NC was
computed for each combination of vessel size and intrastrut area
for a total of six stent design optimizations. To define the cell ge-
ometry for a given NC, lc was first computed based on the stent di-
ameter and NC. Subsequently, la was computed to maintain a
constant intrastrut area of either 1 mm2, 2 mm2, or 3 mm2. The
cell geometry was then circumferentially and axially replicated to
create a complete stent model with a target length of 18 mm.

2.3 Stent Models for Optimizing the Intrastrut Angle. The
model construction method described in the previous section
could not be used to optimize h because the constraints of an inte-
ger number of circumferentially repeating cells and a constant
intrastrut area only allows for the creation of stent models with
discrete h values. Instead, stent models were created in which h
was a continuous variable and, consequently, NC was also allowed
to be a continuous variable. Models created using this approach
had a repeating strut configuration that propagated around the cir-
cumference of the vessel, but did not necessarily meet to form a
continuous pattern. While this approach did not create feasible
stent designs, it provided a means of investigating the optimal
intrastrut angle with fine detail. To create a stent model for a given
h, la was first computed to maintain a constant intrastrut area of ei-
ther 1 mm2, 2 mm2, or 3 mm2 and then a complete stent model
was generated with a target length of 18 mm, as previously dis-
cussed. As with the optimization of the number of repeating cir-
cumferential units, the optimal h was computed for each
combination of vessel size and intrastrut area.

2.4 Computational Simulations. Following model genera-
tion (Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)), the solid model of the implanted
stent was discretized into a finite element mesh using MeshSim
(Simmetrix, Clifton Park, NY). Highly anisotropic meshes were
generated such that WSS could be well resolved without necessi-
tating intense computational cost (Fig. 2(c)). A more coarse mesh
was prescribed in the proximal and distal unstented regions of the
vessel, with a finer mesh density prescribed for the stented region,
and a very fine mesh density prescribed in the intrastrut regions
that are later quantified as part of the optimization routine. Meshes
ranged in size from 3.0 to 6.3� 106 elements, depending on the
stent design.

In prescribing boundary conditions to each model, the artery
was assumed to be rigid and a no-slip boundary condition was pre-
scribed on the vessel and stent surfaces. Blood was assumed to be
a Newtonian fluid with a density of 1.06 g/cm3 and a viscosity of
4 cP. A time-varying canine left-anterior descending coronary ar-
tery flow waveform [21] with characteristics similar to those
found in humans was imposed at the model inlet using a
Womersly velocity profile (Fig. 2(d)). The inflow rate was not
scaled for different diameter vessels. Outlet boundary conditions
were prescribed using three-element Windkessel approximations,
consisting of characteristic (Rc) and distal (Rd) resistances, as well
as a capacitance (C) term, to replicate the physiologic impedance
of the downstream vasculature (Fig. 2(d)), as previously described
[22–24].

CFD simulations were run using an in-house stabilized finite
element solver with a commercial linear solver component
LESLIB (Altair Engineering, Troy, MI) to solve the time-
dependent Navier-Stokes equations. The time step was chosen for
a Courant, Friedrichs, and Lewy condition <1. Simulations were
run until the outlet pressure and flow were periodic; defined as a
maximum error between equivalent points in successive cardiac
cycles <1 mm Hg and <1 mm3/s. The TAWSS was then

Fig. 1 (top) Parameterized drawing of a stent cell which is
characterized by the cell axial length (la), circumferential dis-
tance between struts (lc), and intrastrut angle (h). (bottom)
Examples of three stent models with different intrastrut areas,
shown to the left of each model.
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computed over the last cardiac cycle as previously described [25]
(Fig. 2(e)). Cells in the middle of the stented region were
extracted for subsequent evaluation in the optimization routine
(Fig. 2(f)).

2.5 Cost Function. Previous studies correlating local blood
flow patterns to endothelialization, neointimal hyperplasia growth,
and the progression of atherosclerosis support the hypothesis that
there exists a homeostatic level of the WSS that blood vessels pre-
fer. In particular, deviations from homeostatic levels of the WSS
cause vascular remodeling [26,27]. We therefore chose a cost
function (J) which aims to maximize TAWSS in the stented
region (TAWSSIS) relative to TAWSS in an unstented portion of
the vessel (TAWSSUS). Formulated as a minimization, the cost
function is therefore

J ¼ 1� TAWSSIS

TAWSSUS

(1)

where TAWSSIS is computed by integrating TAWSS over the intra-
strut surfaces (s), normalized to the area of those surfaces

TAWSSIS ¼

ð
s

TAWSS ds
ð

s

ds
(2)

Only the middle stent cells (Fig. 2(f)) were used to compute
TAWSSIS to mitigate the effects of slightly varying stent lengths
and flow disruptions near the ends of the stented regions. The
value of TAWSSUS was computed as

TAWSSUS ¼
4lQ

pr3
(3)

where Q is the mean flow, l is the viscosity, and r is the vessel ra-
dius. A custom software program that used the Visualization
Toolkit (VTK, Kitware, Clifton Park, NY) libraries was written to
compute the cost function.

2.6 Optimization Routine. The surrogate management
framework (SMF), previously described by Booker et al. and
applied to cardiovascular engineering problems by Marsden et al.
was used to determine optimal stent designs [28,29]. The general
formulation of the optimization is given by

minimize J xð Þ (4)

subject to x 2 X

where J represents the cost function for a given vector of parame-
ters x (i.e., the number of the circumferentially repeating cell or
the intrastrut angle) within the domain X. The SMF framework is
a derivative-free optimization algorithm that relies on pattern
search theory for convergence of the cost function to a local mini-
mum. The method restricts all parameters to lie on a discrete pa-
rameter mesh that may be refined to increase the resolution of the
parameter space as the algorithm progresses. Our implementation
of the SMF algorithm uses a mesh adaptive direct search (MADS)
polling method, which has a stronger convergence theory com-
pared to previous generalized pattern search methods [30]. Due to
the large computational effort required for evaluating the cost
function for a given set of parameter values, the SMF uses a surro-
gate function to predict the location of the local minimum, which
increases the efficiency of the optimization [28]. Though various
surrogate functions can be used with the SMF method, our imple-
mentation incorporates a Kriging surrogate function using the
MATLAB DACE package [31] to easily extend this approach to
multiple dimensions and avoid the problems of overshoot found
in polynomial interpolation.

The SMF optimization algorithm is schematically illustrated in
Fig. 3. The algorithm is initialized using Latin hypercube sampling
(LHS) to generate a well-distributed set of input variables, or trial
points, over the discrete parameter space [32]. Stent models are
constructed and evaluated for each trial point and the resulting cost
function values are used to construct the initial surrogate function.

The optimization loop consists of two fundamental steps,
SEARCH and POLL. During the SEARCH step, the surrogate
function is used to predict the location of parameters that mini-
mize the cost function. If evaluation of the trial points generated
by the SEARCH steps improves the current best point, another
SEARCH steps ensues. After every SEARCH step, the surrogate
function is updated to incorporate all new cost function values. If

Fig. 2 Description of the steps necessary for evaluating a stent design. The TAWSS is shown
normalized to the average TAWSS in the proximal unstented region of the model.
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the SEARCH step fails to improve the current best point, a POLL
step is performed. MADS is used to identify a set of nþ 1 posi-
tively spanning POLL points that neighbor the current minimizing
point, where n is the number of parameters [30]. If the POLL step
succeeds in improving the current best point, the algorithm returns
to the SEARCH step. If the POLL step is not successful, then a
mesh local optimizer has been found, and the optimization algo-
rithm will either be complete, or the parameter mesh will be
refined. In this investigation, refining the parameter space
decreased the parameter mesh size (Dm) by [1/4]. When the POLL
step fails and the parameter mesh has been refined to the specified
tolerance, the optimization algorithm stops.

While the SMF is capable of optimizing several design parame-
ters, in this investigation each optimization only allowed one pa-
rameter to vary. To optimize the NC, the initial parameter mesh
was defined to include all possible integer values. We did not
refine the parameter mesh because NC is not a continuous variable.
For the second set of optimizations, the intrastrut angle was a con-
tinuous variable, therefore initial parameter meshes were defined
to have a spacing of 8 deg and we allowed for three refinements,
resulting in a final parameter mesh resolution of 0.5 deg.

To fully automate the optimization routine, the optimization
algorithm was coupled to the cost function evaluation using the
Tool Command Language (TCL) scripting capabilities within
Simvascular (www.simtk.org). The scripts, called external pro-

grams, to execute the optimization algorithm (MATLAB), build
models (SolidWorks), perform CFD, and compute cost values
(VTK). Because MeshSim is directly integrated into Simvascular,
meshing and prescribing boundary conditions was performed
using built-in Simvascular subroutines. The majority of the opti-
mization routine was executed on a standard personal computer
except for the CFD simulations, which were performed on a high
performance computing cluster with 1024 cores, 3 Gb RAM/core,
and InfiniBand interconnects (each CFD simulation used 50–100
cores). Because the SMF algorithm allows for multiple cost func-
tion values to be computed in parallel, such as during the LHS
and POLL steps, the cluster was used to perform multiple CFD
simulations simultaneously for increased efficiency.

3 Results

3.1 Optimization of the Number of Circumferentially
Repeating Stent Cells. The number of circumferential repeating
cells was optimized for stent designs with intrastrut areas of 1 mm2,
2 mm2, and 3 mm2 in both large and small vessel models. The opti-
mal design parameters are summarized in Table 1. For stent designs
with equivalent intrastrut areas, the optimal number of circumferen-
tial repeating cells increased with the increased vessel size, and the
optimal cost was lower in the small diameter vessel (e.g., SV-1
mm2: NC = 7, J = 0.590 versus LV-1 mm2: NC = 9, J = 0.613).
Within vessels of the same diameter, the optimal cost decreased
with the increased intrastrut area (e.g., SV-1 mm2: J¼ 0.590 versus
SV-2 mm2: J = 0.500). Each optimization converged on an optimal
design using seven or fewer function evaluations.

Plots of the cost function versus the number of circumferen-
tially repeating cells and corresponding intrastrut angles are
shown in Fig. 4. A visual inspection of intrastrut TAWSS distribu-
tions (Fig. 4) indicates that designs with less than the optimal
number of repeating circumferential units exhibited greater areas
of low TAWSS as a result of struts that are more misaligned with
the primary direction of flow and decreased cell axial length. Con-
versely, in stent designs with greater than the optimal number of
circumferentially repeating cells, the increased proximity of adja-
cent struts decreased the near wall blood flow velocity, and subse-
quently, TAWSS, within the intrastrut region.

3.2 Optimization of Intrastrut Angle. When the intrastrut
angle was allowed to continuously vary, the optimal h was found
to be between 38.5 deg and 46 deg for all stent designs. This result
indicates that the optimal intrastrut angle is largely independent of
the vessel size and intrastrut area. Plots of the design cost relative
to the intrastrut angle are shown in Fig. 5 (black lines). For com-
parison, the cost from the optimization of the number of circum-
ferentially repeating cells is also shown in Fig. 5 (gray lines). The
optimal number of circumferentially repeating cells (Fig. 5. gray
circles) corresponds to the stent design closest to the optimal
intrastrut angle, indicating that the intrastrut angle dictates the
optimal number of circumferentially repeating units.

Fig. 3 Flow chart of the SMF optimization routine. Each bolded
box indicates a point in the routine where the cost function for
a stent design is evaluated. The optimization stops when the
size of the discrete parameter mesh (Dm) is refined beyond a
user specified tolerance (tol).

Table 1 Results from optimizing the number of circumferen-
tially repeating stent cells

Stent design Cost (J)
Circumferential
repetitions (NC)

Number of
function evaluations

SV (Ø¼ 2.25 mm)
1 mm2 0.590 7 6
2 mm2 0.500 5 6
3 mm2 0.461 4 4

LV (Ø¼ 3.0 mm)
1 mm2 0.613 9 7
2 mm2 0.520 7 5
3 mm2 0.477 6 5

Note: SV¼ small vessel; LV¼ large vessel.
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The convergence history for the optimization of the intrastrut
angle is shown in Fig. 6. The LHS accounted for the first three
function evaluations. Although the optimization method allowed
for three mesh refinements, all optimization runs converged with
less than 20 function evaluations, with the majority of runs only
requiring 10 to 15 function evaluations.

4 Discussion

Stent design and geometry are known to influence clinical out-
comes including endothelialization and restenosis after DES and
BMS implantation, respectively [10,20,33–35], however, previous
studies have largely employed a “trial-and-error” approach to
improving stent design. In this investigation, we present a robust
and computationally efficient methodology for optimizing cardio-
vascular stent design in an unsteady flow using CFD. The applica-
tion of the optimization produced two novel findings pertaining to
the optimal design of a generic slotted-tube stent. The optimal
number of circumferential repeating stent cells is dependent on the
intrastrut angle, and the optimal intrastrut angle is independent of
both vessel size and the intrastrut area of the stent cell. Since the
inflow rate to the model was kept constant for both of the vessel
diameters in this investigation, it can be concluded that the optimal
intrastrut angle is also independent of the magnitude of the WSS.

The current results confirm and extend the findings of previous
stent CFD studies. In a previous study of stent foreshortening,
stents with intrastrut angles of 58 deg, 68 deg, and 78 deg were
constructed, and it was determined that stents with struts more
aligned with the primary direction of flow decrease the area of
low WSS [15]. Because angles of less than 58 deg were not tested,
this study was unable to determine that further decreases in

the intrastrut angles (<40�) would actually increase the area of
low WSS, as was shown in this investigation. Numerous two-
dimensional and three-dimensional studies have also found that
increasing the axial distance between struts, effectively increasing
the intrastrut area, is hemodynamically advantageous, since it
allows for a greater area of flow reattachment between the struts
[7,8,35,36]. In the current results, this trend was also demonstrated
among stent designs in vessels with the same diameter. For these
models, the cost function decreased for designs with a greater
intrastrut area, indicating that a greater intrastrut area is hemody-
namically advantageous.

The cost function in the current investigation measured the dis-
parity in the TAWSS between the stented region and the unstented
region. While this cost function is representative of the well-
established concept of WSS homeostasis, the actual value of this
index has not been previously studied or correlated to vascular
disease. Other CFD studies have used a critical value of 5 dynes/
cm2 as a threshold of low WSS [5,8,11,37,38], since it has been
correlated to intimal thickening [39]. However, using 5 dynes/cm2

as the threshold may not be able to differentiate between device
designs in flow environments with excessively high or low WSS.
The cost function used in this investigation is more versatile than
a thresholding cost function and is capable of discriminating
between stent designs regardless of the flow environment.

Although we performed an unconstrained optimization using a
single cost function in this investigation, it is worth noting that the
SMF optimization algorithm can be adapted to perform the con-
strained optimization using a filter method [40,41]. Employing con-
strained optimization would allow multiple stent design criteria to
be simultaneously examined using a constraint violation function in
addition to a cost function. This approach is particularly useful for

Fig. 4 The cost function versus the number of repeating circumferential units for stent models with various intrastrut areas
in a small vessel (left) and large vessel (right). The intrastrut angle corresponding to the number of repeating units is denoted
on the individual plot axes for each design and the optimal design is circled on each plot. Patterns of normalized TAWSSIS are
shown for the least, most, and optimal number of circumferential repeating units.
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exploring design trade-offs between the objective function and con-
straints. In addition, multiple objectives or constraints can be
lumped together as a weighted sum, or formal bi-objective optimi-
zation can be performed. Yang et al. recently used a constrained
SMF method to analyze the relationship between the energy effi-
ciency and WSS when optimizing the shape of a Fontan surgical
design [42]. With regard to stent hemodynamics, constrained opti-
mization could be used to examine the trade-offs between low
WSS and other hemodynamic indices thought to be related to reste-
nosis, such as the oscillatory shear index, spatial, or temporal wall
shear-stress gradients, and the wall shear stress angle gradients
[14,43–45].

The use of constrained optimization would be particularly inter-
esting to study the relationship between hemodynamic and nonhe-
modynamic stent design criteria. For example, the strut thickness
was kept constant in this investigation because optimizing this

parameter from a purely hemodynamic perspective produces a
stent design with a negligible thickness. However, if a constraint
violation function was formulated based on radial stiffness, it is
likely that the competing solid mechanic and hemodynamic
effects of reducing the strut thickness would prevent the optimiza-
tion from converging on an infeasible design. Other solid mechan-
ics constraints might include luminal gain, stress induced on the
arterial wall, and flexibility [46–50]. When designing DESs, the
uniformity of the drug elution could also be considered since non-
uniform drug concentrations resulting from stent geometry or
overlapping stents has previously been shown to suppress re-
endothialization atop stent struts [35,51].

The current results should be interpreted within the constraints of
several potential limitations. All CFD simulations employed a rigid
wall assumption. Stent implantation has been shown to decrease the
arterial compliance to zero [21]. Thus, it is unlikely that this

Fig. 5 The cost function versus the intrastrut angle for stent models with various intrastrut areas in a small vessel and large
vessel (black lines). The intrastrut angles that correspond to feasible stent designs are shown as vertical lines (gray). The cost
function versus the number of circumferentially repeating stent cells is plotted along the gray lines and the number of circum-
ferentially repeating cells is denoted above the lines for models that have been evaluated. Optimal stent designs are circled on
all plots.

Fig. 6 Convergence history for the optimization of the intrastrut angle for stent models with various intrastrut areas in a small
vessel and large vessel. The Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) portion of the optimization routine is shaded in gray. The surro-
gate management framework (SMF) represents the portion of the optimization algorithm that used alternating SEARCH and
POLL steps to converge on the optimal stent design.
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assumption influenced the CFD results within the stented region. In
the proximal and distal portions of the CFD models, the inclusion
of deformable walls would likely decrease the TAWSS due to
cyclic increases in vessel diameter. This would alter the computed
cost values, however, the optimization results would likely not be
affected since the relative cost between stent designs would be sim-
ilar to the current results. The present results were obtained assum-
ing a circular cross-section within the stent region of the vessel.
However, previous studies indicate that stent implantation may
induce circumferential straightening, or prolapse, of the vessel
between struts to give the vessel a more polygonal shape [20]. The
effect of including prolapse in the CFD models is unknown since
various models of prolapse have shown both an increase in intra-
strut WSS [52] and a decrease in intrastrut WSS [38]. Therefore,
the inclusion of prolapse in the CFD likely depends on the stent
design and the methodology implemented. In this investigation,
vessel prolapse would have the most pronounced effect in models
with large intrastrut areas and a small number of circumferentially
repeating stent cells. In models with smaller intrastrut areas and a
large number of circumferential repeating cells, the deviation from
a circular cross-section would be less pronounced [20]. In compari-
son to the current stent models, inclusion of prolapse in these mod-
els would likely increase the TAWSS in the center of the intrastrut
area and decrease the TAWSS near the stent struts.

The current investigation only considered a generic slotted-tube
stent design and the designs of the most commonly used stents are
more intricate. Nevertheless, the current results can likely be trans-
lated to similar closed-cell or open-cell stent designs with peak-to-
peak connections, such as the Driver stent platform (Medtronic
CardioVascular, Santa Rosa, CA). Stent designs with peak-to-valley
connections, coil designs, and stents with more elaborate connec-
tions will require further analysis to optimize their unique geome-
tries and will be the focus of our future investigations in this area.

In summary, the current investigation describes an efficient
optimization framework that uses CFD to determine hemody-
namically optimal coronary stents. The method was applied to
determine the number of circumferentially repeating stents cells
and intrastrut angles that minimize the area of low TAWSS. The
current results suggest that slotted-tube stent designs with an intra-
strut angle of about 40 deg are hemodynamically optimal, regard-
less of the vessel size and intrastrut area. Incorporating the results
of this investigation in future stent designs may improve endothe-
lialization after DESs and reduce neointimal hyperplasia and sub-
sequent restenosis after BMS.
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